30-SECOND SUMMARY It may seem logical for certain for-profit organizations to enter into business arrangements with nonprofits.

Although both parties can certainly benefit from such an arrangement, the nonprofit must be diligent to structure the deal in such a way
that it does not run the risk of losing its tax-exempt status due to too much UBIT-eligible revenue. There are alternatives. It is possible to
tailor the partnership arrangement so that it is fully consistent with the nonprofit’s tax-exempt status. Ideally, the two organizations would
split the net return from the venture, with the nonprofit enjoying tax exemption. Another approach would be for the for-profit company to
accept all the profits and donate some of the proceeds to the nonprofit.

By Robert Falk and Jerald Jacobs

You are deputy general counsel of a Fortune 500 children’s entertainment
conglomerate. One day, the vice president of marketing comes into your office and
says, “We need to form a tight bond with the Fish Are Friends, Not Food Foundation.
They are doing amazing work and getting great press for it. We need their brand to
promote our new character, ‘Smiley the Shark.’” You’re excited because your best
friend from law school is now the general counsel for the Foundation. You assure
your VP that you can get the deal done quickly.
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So, you call your buddy Jane, and
after catching up on her family and
recent career moves, you explain what
you would like to do with the Fish Are
Friends, Not Food Foundation. “First,
we are thinking that we will develop
a line of stuffed fish toys under our
brand that we will offer you wholesale,
provided we are the exclusive provider
of all toys for your organization. We’ll
handle the toy production, and you
will sell the product at a mark-up at
all of your Foundation events and on
your Foundation’s website. We expect
that your Foundation will be responsible for handling distribution, sales
and taxes on any profit. Of course, we
expect that you will email your 2 million members, encouraging them to
buy our line of children’s toys, and also
tweet about the promotion and post on
your Facebook page.
“We also plan to give you coupons
for 20 percent off of the rest of our
product line so you can include them
in your mailers to your constituents.
We’re going to make this campaign big.
We are going to take advertisements
out everywhere, including print media,
television and online, to promote
the sale, and your logo is going to be
ubiquitous. Our advertising agency has
already developed the campaign, and
we’re ready to launch tomorrow. We
are also going to do a launch event at
our flagship store; however, we were
hoping, based on our partnership with
your Foundation, that your volunteers
and employees could staff the event.
Finally, of course, we want to be a major sponsor of your annual gala dinner,
but we want advertising everywhere
in the city promoting our role as your
lead sponsor.
“So, what do you think?”
Jane is uncharacteristically quiet,
and then her tone is cool. “Bill,”
she says, “You’ve given us a lot to
think about, but what you’re proposing creates a lot of issues for us.
It’s going to take us a while to work
through this proposal. I’m not even
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sure your company or our organization has the capacity to manage this
in the short term.”
You, of course, are dumbfounded.
You have no idea why the win/win
arrangements you proposed could be
complicated. Further, you’re going to
have to report back to your VP of marketing that the deal will not be finished
as quickly as you had promised.
If you better understood the legal restrictions on nonprofits, you may have
been able to propose a more realistic
deal. Let’s talk about what you might
be missing in the proposal.

Nonprofits care about taxes
… and so should you

Many outside of the nonprofit world
assume that charities and other
nonprofit organizations don’t pay any
taxes. This is not always true. In fact,
tax-exempt organizations are required
to pay Unrelated Business Income Tax
(UBIT) at corporate tax rates on the
net income from activities not related
to their exempt missions. Income
from ventures with for-profit business
partners often results in taxation. And
since too much UBIT risks an organization’s whole tax exemption status,
most try to avoid incurring UBIT
whenever possible. If your proposal
had reflected an understanding of
UBIT and its consequences for the
Foundation, your company would have
a better chance of showing that it can
be a trusted business partner.
UBIT applies to nonprofit organization revenue if three factors exist.
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First, the source of the revenue must
be from a “business” activity; usually, that means it must be something
that for-profit businesses also do. A
nonprofit engaging in selling products
or services (e.g., toys) would ordinarily
satisfy this factor.
Next, the business activity of the
nonprofit must be carried on regularly.
Usually, that means more than once a
year. So a one-time limited campaign
for the Foundation to offer toys might
avoid the UBIT factor of “regularly
carried on,” while a more continuous
endeavor would certainly not.
Finally, for UBIT to apply, the
revenue must be from a business activity that is not substantially related
to the purposes for which the organization was originally granted tax
exemption. Any business endeavor
that you propose to a nonprofit
should clearly relate to the goals of
that organization. Just the need of a
nonprofit to generate income does
not satisfy the requirement. But selling toys that advance the nonprofit’s
mission might be OK. Here, something as simple as including tags
on the sea creature toys, tied to the
Foundation’s mission to protect sea
creatures, might be enough to avoid
this UBIT factor.
Note that a nonprofit is only subject
to taxation of its net revenue under the
UBIT principle where all three factors
are present: (1) a business activity that
is (2) regularly carried on and that (3)
does not relate substantially to the organization’s exempt purposes. Soundly
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avoiding any of the factors saves the
nonprofit from UBIT.
The UBIT principle also has some
exceptions. The tax does not apply to
income derived from “passive” activities of the exempt organization, such
as dividends from investments, interest
from loans, rent from unused real estate (to the extent there’s no mortgage
on it) and — perhaps most notably
— royalties from licensing use of the
organization’s name and sponsorship.

Affinity programs

Affinity programs, in which nonprofits
license their names and sponsorships
to the products or services of for-profit
businesses, are very common (e.g.,
“Proud Sponsor of the US Olympic
Team”). Credit card and insurance
programs are especially familiar. That
being said, your company could agree
to pay a license royalty to the Fish
Are Friends, Not Food Foundation in
return for your use of the Foundation’s
name on everything from giraffe
plush toys to tandem bicycles — the
key requirement for the Foundation
is that its involvement in the arrangement be “passive.” That means that the
Foundation cannot assist in marketing
those items as proposed without risking UBIT on the royalties.
There is one alternative if it’s important to have the Foundation assist
in marketing. The arrangement could
be “bi-furcated” so that there are really two deals. In one, your company
would pay a royalty, tax-exempt to
the Foundation, for use of its logo and
sponsorship for your company’s products. In the other, your company would
pay marketing fees to the Foundation
for its help in promoting the products. In the latter case, the Foundation
would be subject to tax under the
UBIT principle on its net marketing
fees. This “bi-furcated” arrangement
was “blessed” by the IRS in a 1999
settlement with AARP.
Why all of this concern about UBIT?
It might seem intuitive that your
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company’s offer to the Foundation is
one that it cannot sensibly refuse, even
if it had to pay some federal income tax
on some or all revenue. In fact, though,
if not structured correctly, these kinds
of arrangements can have harsh consequences for nonprofit organizations.
First, a nonprofit organization
cannot have unlimited UBIT-eligible
revenue without risking its entire
tax-exempt status. There is a vague
“no more than insubstantial” limit on
UBIT-eligible revenue; the IRS has
never put a number on it. Most commentators warn that when an exempt
organization’s revenue from UBITeligible activities reaches the range of
25 percent of the organization’s total
revenue from all sources, the risk to
loss of tax exemption is unacceptably
high. There is an antidote to the problem of too much UBIT revenue. The
organization could create a controlled
for-profit taxable subsidiary of its own
to handle the UBIT-eligible activities; that subsidiary would pay federal
income tax on its net revenues like any
other business. But there are ongoing
administrative, accounting and legal
expenses involved in this approach; it’s
usually not worthwhile unless there
will be considerable revenue involved.

Commercial co-ventures

From the way you’ve described your
company’s intentions, it may be that
neither you nor the Foundation will be
satisfied with a mere sponsorship arrangement — in which the Foundation
would license its name and sponsorship for your use in promoting its
commercial products and in return
for “passive” royalty revenue, possibly
even with a small separate marketing
agreement on the side yielding taxable
revenue to the Foundation.
It may be that you are willing to
tailor the arrangement so that it is fully
consistent with the Foundation’s taxexempt mission of protecting sea life,
but operated as a joint venture between
your company and the Foundation,
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often called a “commercial co-venture”
in this context. Ideally, your company
and the Foundation would split the
net return from the venture, with
the Foundation’s share enjoying tax
exemption. There are some hoops to
jump through in this approach as well,
both at the federal and state levels.
At the federal level, the IRS requires
an exempt organization to exercise
majority control over a commercial
co-venture with a for-profit business in
order for the revenue to be tax-exempt
for the organization. Your company
may cede control in any number of
ways, including granting the nonprofit
a majority vote on the co-venture’s
governing board or a majority of
the return realized; another viable
approach is to divide management
responsibilities to give the nonprofit
control of those aspects of the venture
relating to tax-exempt purposes. For
example, perhaps the Foundation
would have control over the design of
the toy sea creatures, the “messages”
used in labeling and marketing, and
other such mission-related elements.
There is no panacea here; the key will
be working with the nonprofit to figure
out what control it will need over the
venture in order to avoid taxation, and
tailoring the final arrangements to
meet those needs.
Commercial co-ventures with
charitable nonprofits are also subject
to regulation in 24 states — a number
certain to grow over the next decade.
States regulating these co-ventures
often require the business and the
nonprofit to develop and register a
written contract outlining the nature
and purpose of the venture’s activities.
There will also need to be an infrastructure to comply with state reporting requirements or other regulations.
It makes sense for your company to be
well-versed in your state’s regulations
governing commercial co-ventures
with nonprofits, both to streamline the
process and to demonstrate understanding of the nonprofit’s needs.
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Cause marketing and
corporate sponsorships

A third approach, avoiding the complexities of a classic affinity program
or a commercial co-venture, would be
for your company to just give some of
the proceeds of these business activities
to the Foundation. There are a couple
of alternatives here. First would be a
corporate sponsorship. Basically, your
company makes a sponsorship payment
to the Foundation — perhaps supporting a Foundation event or program
with your company’s funding and name
(e.g., “The ________ Corporation
Initiative on Ocean Education”). What
limitations are there here?
As you might have guessed, federal
tax exemption law comes into play
again. The Foundation can accept
corporate sponsorships as revenue
exempt from income tax as long as
the Foundation doesn’t give back too
much to your company, the corporate sponsor. Once again, knowing
what’s workable for a nonprofit can
be the difference between a mutually
beneficially corporate sponsor relationship, and one that the nonprofit
is forced to decline — or accepts and
has to deal later with unforeseen
difficulties.
The recipient nonprofit taxexempt organization is restricted
in what it can provide in return
to a business in connection with a
corporate sponsorship payment. If

it provides too much benefit, the
organization will face taxation.
First and foremost, expressions
of recognition and gratitude by the
nonprofit to the corporate sponsor are
always appropriate and, by themselves,
do not risk taxation to the nonprofit.
Naming the sponsored event or
program after the corporate sponsor’s
business or brand; thanking the corporate sponsor profusely for its generosity in the nonprofit’s promotion of the
event or program; even displaying or
providing samples of the corporate
sponsor’s products or services in connection with the sponsored event or
program are all OK. Going any further
is problematic.
If the combined fair market value of
all goods, services and other benefits
that a business receives in return for
its sponsorship exceeds 2 percent
of the payment to the nonprofit,
the nonprofit is at risk of taxation.
Likewise, for the recipient nonprofit
to advertise or promote the corporate
sponsor’s goods or services is per se
providing too much benefit to the
sponsor. In short, it’s alright to use the
corporate sponsor’s logo or brand in
acknowledging its support, but it’s not
alright to praise the business or what
it does, and/or to urge patronage of
the business. Broad thank you messages are good; however, crossing the
line toward praising the products or
services of the sponsor — much less
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urging use of them — creates tax risk
for the nonprofit. The nonprofit must
stop short of advertising or promoting the corporate sponsor or its goods
and services.
Thus, inclusion of your company’s
logo on the Fish Are Friends, Not
Food Foundation’s print and electronic advertising would likely not
create tax liability, given that using
your trademark would fit into the
“use or acknowledgment” exception. Should you wish to flesh out
your offer in other ways unlikely to
create a substantial benefit, you could
propose naming one of your signature toy fish after the Foundation or
including your company’s logo on the
invitations for one of the Foundation’s
events. Your VP of marketing could
even be the host of a Foundation
dinner launching the relationship
with the Foundation. There is a slew
of ways that the Foundation can
acknowledge your company’s philanthropic activities without incurring a significant tax liability for the
Foundation. Both entities just need to
be flexible and creative.
There’s another common approach
for a company such as yours to help a
nonprofit like the Foundation: cause
marketing. For example, you could
enter into an arrangement whereby
you would agree to donate a sum of
money to the Foundation for every
sea creature toy that your company
sells. You look good, the Foundation
benefits, and customers feel good
about their purchases. What are the
pitfalls here? Virtually none for the
Foundation as long as it is comfortable having its name associated with
the products involved, and there is a
clear understanding on exactly what
reference will be made in promoting
your products to the contributions to
the Foundation, for how long, etc. For
your company, obviously, you need
to follow-through with your commitment. And there is no charitable tax
deductibility to the customer for the
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contribution your company is making
to the Foundation, so that should be
made clear to all.

The nonprofit’s “brand”

It should be no surprise to companies
like yours that nonprofit organizations care deeply about the integrity
of their names and reputations (i.e.,
their “brands”). It is usually the single
largest asset for any nonprofit, especially for charities that depend upon
the trust and confidence that donors
need before making contributions and
that grant-making bodies need before
making grants. Since donors and
grant-makers rely so heavily on public
opinion when assessing nonprofits,
those nonprofits are incredibly sensitive about their “brands.” Companies
hoping to work with nonprofits must
understand and respect that sensitivity.
Don’t expect a nonprofit to be
casual about its relationship with

your company. Expect a carefully
negotiated and detail-specific binding legal contract. Many nonprofits
hold trademark registrations for their
names and program titles. With or
without registrations, though, expect
a typical trademark license as part of
the arrangement — each side, your
company and the Foundation, licenses
its names and logos under clear terms,
conditions and limitations. Expect a
nonprofit to understand all of the ramifications for its tax exemption arising
from its dealings with a for-profit
business, such as your company, and
for those to be reflected in the contract
as well. You may even be asked to
indemnify the nonprofit — cover its
liability — against claims that result
from action or inaction of your company in connection with the arrangement. Many of these ventures will give
a company access to the nonprofit’s
confidential donor or member mailing

list. Expect the nonprofit to be very
fussy about how and when that list
can be used; the nonprofit treasures its
relationships with these constituents
and cares deeply about communications with them.

You can do it

Having returned to your office and read
this article, you scan the document on
your computer screen outlining your
pitch to the Fish Are Friends, Not Food
Foundation. “What was I thinking?”
you mutter, shaking your head. Your
brain bursting with your knowledge
of the unrelated business income tax,
the ins and outs of affinity programs,
the many ways to manage corporation
sponsorships and a healthy excitement
for future commercial co-ventures,
you begin to edit. Thankfully, incorporating what you’ve learned only
requires tweaking your pitch — not
scrapping it altogether. ACC
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